We investigate the quantum estimation on the Hubble parameter of an expanding de Sitter space by quantum metrological techniques. By exploring the dynamics a freely falling Unruh-DeWitt detector, which interacts with a scalar field coupling to curvature, we calculate the Fisher information (FI) and quantum Fisher information (QFI) for the detector, which bound the highest precision of the estimation on Hubble parameter. In standard Bunch-Davies vacuum, we show that the maxima of FI/QFI are located for particular initial state of probe. Beside its dependence on the evolving time of detector and the energy spacing of atom ω, we show that the maxima of FI/QFI can be significantly enhanced once a proper coupling of scalar field to curvature is chosen. For instance, we show numerically that the estimation in the scenario with minimally/nearly minimally coupling scalar field can always outperforms that with conformally coupling scalar field, corresponding to a higher FI/QFI in estimation. Moreover, we find that for general α−vacua of de Sitter space, a further improvement of estimation can be achieved, attributed to the squeezed nature of α−vacua that heavily constrains the measurement uncertainty. Some implications of our results are also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum metrology, using nonclassical properties of the probes, promises an estimation of physical parameters with high-precision superior to any classical procedure [1] . The techniques of quantum parameter estimation have been developed in several metrology platforms, such as optical interferometry [2, 3] , cold atomic systems [4, 5] , and Bose-Einstein condensates [6, 7] . At large scale of spacetime where relativity is relevant, quantum-enhanced metrology is also applied to probe various extremely sensitive relativistic effects. The field began with the proposal of detecting gravitational wave (GW) with quantum measurement strategy decades ago [8] , which arrives its thriving by LIGO's directly observation of GW in 2015 [9] . Other applications of quantum metrology in relativity include witnessing the time dilation in quantum clock synchronization [10, 11] , and atom interferometry in a micro-gravity environment [12] . Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that most of these schemes are constructed from non-relativistic quantum mechanics which is incompatible with relativity.
In general, a parameter θ can be estimated with high-accuracy when the states ρ θ and ρ θ+dθ can be distinguished for infinitesimal change dθ. The operational measure of the distinguishability is the classical Fisher information (FI) F C (θ) [13] , which essentially quantifies the amount of information that can be extracted about the unknown parameter θ. In fact, FI gives us a lower bound to the mean-square error in the estimation through Cramér-Rao inequality [14] Var (θ) [N F C (θ)] −1 , where N is the number of repeated experiments. Optimizing over all possible quantum measurements, an even stronger lower bound as Var(θ) [N F Q (θ)] −1 can be provided [15] , where F Q (θ) is the quantum Fisher information (QFI) satisfying F Q (θ) F C (θ). Therefore, to attain the highest-precision in quantum metrological scheme, how to increase the QFI and preserve it against environment noise are key issues to be explored [16, 17] .
In recent years, there has been a growing ambition in applying quantum metrology techniques to probe quantum gravitational effects. A prominent example is Unruh effect [18] , which claims that a uniformly accelerated detector interacting with external fields becomes excited in Minkowski vacuum. Essentially, this can be attributed to the fact that the concept of particle is observer-dependent for relativistic quantum fields [19] . This profound insight has also lead to the celebrated Hawking radiation which indicates the thermal nature of black hole [20] . Therefore, in order to exploit optimal metrology strategy for quantum gravity, it is natural to incorporate relativistic quantum fields to quantum metrology [22] [23] [24] , thus leads to so-called relativistic quantum metrology (RQM). While the temperature of Unruh radiation is extremely weak (smaller than 1K for accelerations up to 10 21 m/s 2 ), it was shown [23, 25] that the relativistic feature of quantum fields, localized in moving cavity, can improve the QFI for measurement of Unruh temperature, at acceleration within reach of current experiments. Thus it gets an optimal precision higher than its non-relativistic counterpart. By employing Unruh-DeWitt detector model, it was shown [26, 27] that once multipartite entanglement exists, the metrological accuracy for parameter estimation of quantum gravity can be further improved to beat quantum limit. For general spacetime, the estimation on the spacetime geometry via relativistic metrological tasks have also been discussed [28] [29] [30] . Moreover, with great ambition, applications of quantum measurement on probing new physics at Planck-scale, e.g., the generalized uncertainty relation, have been proposed in Refs. [31, 32] .
In this paper, we explore the relativistic quantum metrological tasks in de Sitter space, which forms the basis of inflationary cosmology and approximates the current accelerating universe [33] . We employ local quantum estimation theory to estimate the Hubble parameter H of de Sitter space, which sets a positive cosmological constant Λ = 3H 2 and the curvature R = 12H
2 . Moreover, resembling to Unruh effect in flat spacetime, in de Sitter space, any freely falling observer can perceive thermal radiation of Gibbons-Hawking temperature, related to Hubble parameter through T H = H/2π [21] . Therefore, by an optimal quantum measurement on the Hubble parameter with high-precision, abundant information on the geometry and dynamics of the expanding de Sitter space can be extracted.
In our detection model, the probe of estimation is modeled by an inertial Unruh-DeWitt detector, which couples to curved background through a scalar field and behaves like an open quantum system, while the fluctuations of the quantum field is treated as the environment [24, 26] . As is well known, relativistic quantum fields in de Sitter space exhibit more subtle behavior than they live in flat spacetime. For instance, to determine the dynamics of detector, besides its energy level spacing and the field mass, the couplings between scalar field and curvature should also be specified [34, 35] . On the other hand, quantum fields in de Sitter space are further complicated by the existence of abounding vacuum states (so-called α−vacua) which all respect the symmetries of de Sitter space [36, 37] . Among them, the unique Bunch-Davies vacuum (as α → −∞) [38] is often used in cosmology as an initial state of inflationary era, while the rest general α−vacua are intimately connected to trans-Planckian physics on the CMBR anisotropies produced by inflation [39, 40] and to de Sitter holography [41, 42] . Moreover, the profound entanglement exhibited in general α−vacua, e.g., the entanglement entropy of quantum fields [43, 44] and its influence on various quantum information tasks [45, 46] , has been intensively studied.
In this paper, we give an analytically calculation of the QFI of quantum estimation on Hubble parameter. We find that the precision of estimation is very sensitive to the choice of initial state of the probe, the energy gap of the detector, as well as the couplings between the scalar field and de Sitter background. We also investigate the QFI in terms of choice of general de Sitter vacuum states. Since an α-vacuum can be interpreted as a squeezed state over Bunch-Davies vacuum [47] , resembling the case of quantum optics, a heavily constrain on quantum uncertainty can be expected. We show that such a general choice of α can give a significant enhancement on QFI, which leads to higher precision of quantum estimation than Bunch-Davies choice. In inflationary paradigm, specific α−vacuum should be imposed as initial condition of inflaton fluctuation, that manifest possible short-distance cutoff at some fundamental scales of new physics. In such scenario, it is then impossible to prepare the initial α−vacua in order to improve quantum measurements. Conversely, one can employ the optimal QFI as an indicator to distinguish different initial conditions imposed.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we introduce our detection model with an Unruh-DeWitt detector, modeled by a two-level atom, interacts with a free scalar field coupling to de Sitter background. By resolving the master equation of Lindblad form, we obtain the density matrix relating to the final state of detector. In section III, we investigate RQM for various couplings ξ between curvature and scalar fields, corresponding to different dynamics. In particular, we calculate and compare the FI and QFI for massless scalar field with conformally coupling (ξ = 1/6, m φ = 0) and minimally coupling (ξ = 0, m φ = 0), and nearly minimally coupled light scalar (|ξ| 1, m φ H), respectively. In section IV, we explore that how a general choice of α−vacua for quantum dynamics of Unruh-DeWitt detector can enhance the precision of quantum metrological tasks. Finally, a summary of our results is given in section V. Throughout the paper, we use the natural units as = c = G = k B = 1.
II. DETECTION MODEL
To proceed, we model an Unruh-DeWitt detector by a two-level atom which interacts a bath of fluctuating quantum scalar field in de Sitter space. This indicates that the detector behaves like an open system, while the fluctuations of the quantum field is treated as the environment [48, 49] . The full dynamics of detector then can be obtained by tracing over all field degrees of freedom, which effectively lead to environment decoherence and dissipation on the quantum state of system.
Without loss of generality, the total Hamiltonian of the combined system is
where H s = 1 2 ωσ 3 and H Φ are the Hamiltonian of detector and free scalar field Φ(x) in de Sitter space, respectively. The detector-field interaction is described by H I = (σ + + σ − )Φ(x). Here, we denote the atomic raising/lowering operators as σ ± , and ω is the energy level spacing of the atom.
The time evolution of the total system in the proper time τ of the detector is governed by von Neumann equation
, where the initial state can be taken as ρ tot (0) = ρ(0) ⊗ |0 0|, as ρ(0) is the initial state of detector and |0 is a vacuum state of scalar field respecting de Sitter symmetry. Following the approach of [48] , we assume a weak coupling limit (µ 1). Then the reduced dynamics of the density matrix of detector ρ(τ ) should evolve in time according to a one-parameter quantum dynamical semigroup of completely positive map, generated by the Kossakowski-Lindblad form
where
is a nonunitary evolution term produced by the coupling with the external fields. The Kossakowski matrix C ij can be determined by Fourier transform G(λ) of the Wightman functions of scalar field G + (x − y) = 0|Φ(x)Φ(y)|0 , which gives
In particular, coefficients C ij can be written explicitly as [50, 51] 
with
Moreover, the interaction with external scalar field would also induce a Lamb shift contribution for the detector effective Hamiltonian
To resolve equation (2), we express the density matrix of detector in terms of Pauli matrices
With a general initial state of detector as |ψ = sin θ 2 |0 + cos θ 2 |1 , the time-dependent components of Bloch vector ρ ≡ {ρ 1 (τ ), ρ 2 (τ ), ρ 3 (τ )} can be analytically given as
with R is the ratio R = B/A. For later convenience, the density matrix (7) can further be diagonalized as
with |ρ| = ρ 2 1 + ρ 2 2 + ρ 2 3 is the length of Bloch vector. It was shown [49] that, in de Sitter space, the detector can reach an equilibrium state ρ(∞) at later time, which is exactly a thermal state with Gibbons-Hawking temperature
For instructive reason, we hereafter choose the parameter to be measured as the inverse of Hubble parameter β = 2π/H, whose intimate involvements to cosmological constant Λ, spacetime curvature R, and Gibbons-Hawking temperature T H are quite obviously.
III. QUANTUM ESTIMATION FOR VARIOUS COUPLINGS IN DE SITTER SPACE

III.1. Quantum metrology in de Sitter space
Our aim is to explore the optimal precision of quantum estimation on the Hubble parameter of de Sitter space. The precision of the estimator is ultimately bounded by QFI, which does not depend on any specific measurement. It can be derived from FI by maximizing it over all possible quantum measurements on the specific parameter β introduced before. For a given measurement scheme on the quantum system within state ρ, FI relates with a measurement outcome ξ of a positive operator valued measurement (POVM) {Ê(ξ)}, and takes the form of
where p(ξ|β) is the conditional probability of obtaining ξ w.r.t. a chosen POVM and given initial state (7) . From (8), we observe that the initial states of the detector characterized by θ and evolving time τ would play an important role in the metrology process, and eventually determine the ultimate bound on precision. Optimizing (10) over all the possible quantum measurements of the state (7), we define the QFI of estimation as F Q (β) ≡ Max {Ê(ξ)} F C (β), saturated by an optimal POVM and can be calculated in terms of the symmetric logarithmic derivative (SLD) operator as
In particular, for a density matrix admitting decomposition (9), QFI can be further explicitly expressed as [52] [53] [54] 
where the summations involve sums over all λ i = 0 and λ i + λ j = 0, respectively. We now apply the detection model to explore the precision bound of quantum estimation in de Sitter space, i.e., to explicitly calculate the QFI relating to Unruh-DeWitt detector with specific dynamics. While any freely falling detector exhibits an universal thermal spectrum through interaction with a scalar field in de Sitter space, we further refine detection model by investigate various couplings between scalar field and spacetime curvature, which lead to different Wightman functions. In particular, for a scalar field with Lagrangian 2L = −g µν ∂ µ Φ∂ ν Φ − (m 2 φ + ξR)Φ 2 , we consider three kinds of scalar field with distinct couplings, i.e., (i) the conformally coupled massless scalar field with ξ = 1 6 , m φ = 0, (ii) the minimally coupled massless scalar with ξ = m φ = 0, and (iii) the nearly minimally coupled light scalar with |ξ| 1, m φ H, respectively. A profound observation reveals [55] that the specific choice of couplings may significantly affect the dynamics of entanglement in an expanding spacetime. Therefore, for expanding de Sitter space, it is natural to expect that possible influence on QFI of optimal quantum estimation may occur too.
As a consequence of the amplification of superhorizon modes, the Wightman functions for three kinds of coupling differ strongly at infrared in de Sitter space [34, 35] . Their Fourier transformation can be calculated directly as
with β = 2π/H, and the dimensionless parameter is s = 3/2 − ν where ν = 9/4 − m 2 φ /H 2 − 12ξ. For simplicity, we concentrate on the detector without degenerated energy level. Thus the last two expressions of (12) coincide, and become
Substituting (12) and (13) into (6), we obtain the Kossakowski coefficients as
which completely determine the final state of Unruh-DeWitt detector (8).
III.2. Fisher information for population measurement.
The FI can be calculated straightforwardly by (10) . For simplicity, we choose a population measurement on β, i.e., E 0 = |0 0| andÊ 1 = |1 1|, which gives outcomes probabilities as p i = Tr[Ê i ρ] (i = 0, 1). Then, (10) becomes
As mentioned before, (15) should coincide with QFI calculated from (11) once the population measurement we chosen is an optimal quantum measurement. We now investigate the dependence of FI on the choice of initial state characterizing by θ, the proper time τ of detector, and the energy level spacing of atom ω, which means FI should be a function as F C (β, θ, τ, ω), as well as depending on various couplings (12) . Firstly, since F C (β) (15) is periodic on θ, one can easily check that the FI of detector would reach its maximum at θ = (2n+1)π (n ∈ Z), when (β, τ, ω) and coupling way of scale field are all fixed. On the other hand, as the detector evolves in de Sitter for a long enough time, i.e., τ 1 is sufficient larger than the time scale for atomic transition, its final state (8) would be purely thermalized as a time-independent thermal state [49] ρ(∞) = e
−βHs
Tr[e −βHs ]
Then, the corresponding asymptotic FI can be given as
which is independent on the choice of initial state, but dependent on the energy spacing ω and the way of scalar field coupling to curvature. For a freely falling detector with conformally coupled scalar field, we assume β = 10. The corresponding FI evolving w.r.t. proper time τ is plotted in Fig.1 . For fixed ω = 1, while FI with different θ increasing in distinct rates, they would all asymptotically converge into a fixed value. This indicates that the FI displays a robust asymptotical maximum at optimal time τ conf 1. In the inset of Fig.1 , we also plot the asymptotical FI as a function of ω, i.e., the energy level spacing of atom. The leftmost curve corresponds to θ = π, the rightmost one for θ = 0, and the difference of θ for any two neighboring curves is 0.05π. In the inset, the asymptotical FI as a function of ω is plotted.
It is interesting to note that, although for any free-falling detector in de Sitter, an asymptotical maximum exists as the detector evolving for enough long time. This does note mean that such asymptotical maxima are also global maxima of FI. As we plot in Fig.2 , for fixed β and initial state of detector, there may exist global maximum located at early evolving time. For instance, for β = 10 and θ = π, the detector with the energy level spacing ω = 0.05 or ω = 0.1, exhibits its maximal FI at the time before the optimal time τ conf . Moreover, we should emphasize that the global maxima of FI do not monotonously increase w.r.t. the ω, if we specify the coupling of scalar field to de Sitter is conformal.
We now turn to the FI of detector interacting with a minimally coupling scalar field or a nearly minimally coupling light scalar field. Substituting (13) into (15), we plot the FI of detector evolves w.r.t. the proper time τ for various initial state choices in Fig.3 . We observe that an asymptotical maximum of FI can be approached at an optimal time τ mini/light 1, long enough comparing with the time scale for atomic transition. However, by the choice of scalar field with distinct coupling, we observe that the convergence of FI is much more sharply with minimally coupling/nearly minimally coupling light scalar field. In particular, with same values of β and ω, we show that the optimal time τ mini/light , at which the asymptotical maximum appears, is significant smaller than τ conf , meaning a more rapidly stabilizing of FI for the choice of coupling scalar field (13) . This indicates that one may design a quantum estimation with enhanced precision if proper coupling between scalar field and de Sitter space is specified.
With a choice of scalar field with coupling (13), for fixed β and θ, we plot in Fig.4 the FI evolving w.r.t. the proper time τ , with different values of energy level spacing of detector ω. We observe that for certain values of ω, the FI approaches its maximum earlier than the optimal time τ mini/light , and numerically can be significant larger than the corresponding asymptotical value. Moreover, in contrast to the case with a conformally coupling scalar, such global maximum of FI exhibits a monotonously degradation w.r.t. the value of ω, which indicates a lager FI can be achieved for the atomic detector with small energy level spacing. Finally, we plot the FI for different values of Hubble parameter as a function of proper time τ in Fig.5 . After evolving to the optimal time, the FI approaches its asymptotic value, which degrades as β increasing, i.e., it is easer to achieve a given precision estimation in a de Sitter space with larger curvature. Moreover, as shown in Fig.5 again, comparing to a choice of conformally coupling scalar field, detector interacting with a minimally coupling/nearly minimally coupling light scalar field (13) can always achieve a larger FI, indicating a higher precision for estimation. However, as approaching the optimal proper time, FI with different couplings converges into same asymptotic value. To conclude, our result suggests that our ability of high-precision on physical parameters would be enhanced in an expanding spacetime. Moreover, such increment of accuracy can be further improved by fine-tuning of the energy level spacing of detector, as well as by the interaction between the probe and the scalar field with proper coupling to the de Sitter background.
III.3. Quantum Fisher information
We now address the evaluation on QFI of the estimation on Hubble parameter. By definition, it can be obtained by optimizing (10) over all possible quantum measurements. However, since we have already specified population measurement in detection, we alternatively calculate the QFI for the family of states (8) directly from the more instructive formula (11) , and explore the circumstance under which the QFI can reach its optima. Once the maximal FI can achieve the optimal QFI, we can confirm that the population measurement we chosen is indeed the optimal quantum measurement for estimation process.
Substituting (9) into (11), the QFI can be calculated straightforwardly as
where the Lamb contribution in (18) , caused by vacuum fluctuation in curved spacetime, can only be evaluated numerically for de Sitter [56, 57] . Like the FI (15), the QFI is a function like F Q (β, θ, τ, ω), depending on the initial state θ, the proper time τ of detector, the energy level spacing of atom ω, as well as on various couplings (12) . To access the highest precision of estimation, we have to maximize the value of the QFI over all relevant parameters it depends on. The leftmost curve corresponds to θ = π, the rightmost one for θ = 0, and the difference of θ of any two neighboring curves is 0.05π. Comparing with Fig.1 , we see a more sharply convergence to the same asymptotical maximum but at an earlier optimal time. In the inset, the asymptotical FI as a function of ω is plotted.
To find the optimal QFI w.r.t. initial state (10), in Fig.6 , we assume β = 10, ω = 0.8 and plot the QFI (18) as a function of θ for various proper time of free falling detector. We observe that, for two distinct couplings (12) and (13) between scalar fields and spacetime, the QFI can always achieve its maxima when θ = (2n + 1)π (n ∈ Z). For same fixed (β, τ, ω), we find that the optimal QFI with minimally coupling/nearly minimally coupling light scalar fields can always surpass that with conformally coupling scalar field, which means a quantum estimation with a higher efficiency might be designed with the choice of couplings (13) .
Once specifying θ = π, (8) gives |ρ| = ρ 3 . The QFI (18) can be simplified into
which exactly equal to (15) , the FI for population measurement. This just confirms that the population measurement employed for the inertial detector in de Sitter space is indeed an optimal quantum measurement to access the maximal QFI, which leads to the strongest lower bound of the mean-square error in the estimation of Hubble parameter. Moreover, since both the maximal FI and QFI share the form (19) , the same analysis done for FI (15) before should also work for the optimal QFI. Conclusively, the dependence of QFI on the parameters τ , ω, β, as well as the coupling ways of scalar fields to de Sitter background, is just same as described in Fig.2, Fig.4 and Fig.5 .
IV. QUANTUM ESTIMATION WITHIN ARBITRARY DE SITTER-INVARIANT VACUA
So far, we have discussed the FI and QFI in de Sitter space, giving ultimate bound on precision of estimation on Gibbons-Hawking temperature, while the vacuum state of quantum fields are chosen as standard Bunch-Davies vacuum. We now turn to an alternative scenario, in which the Bunch-Davies vacuum are generalized to a family of infinite de Sitter invariant vacua, so-called α−vacua. Beside its theoretical interest in high-energy physics (e.g., de/CFT holography), these α−vacua are believed to play a significant role in understanding the trans-Planckian physics of early universe. 
Wightman function in Bunch-Davies vacuum as [41]
where the real parameter α < 0 labels the family of de Sitter invariant vacua, and x A is the antipodal point of x. One can easily find that, as α → −∞, G + α (x, y) reduces to the Wightman function in Bunch-Davies vacuum G + (x, y), which uniquely extrapolates to the same short-distance behavior of two-point correlation function in the Minkowski vacuum, as the curvature of de Sitter vanishing.
To evaluate (4), we employ the relation
and obtain the Fourier transformation of (20) as
for a conformally coupling scalar field in general α−vacua. The related Kossakowski coefficients are
which reduce to (14) at the limit α → −∞. Before moving to explore the (Q)FI of detection model, several remarks on α−vacua should be addressed. Firstly, any α-vacuum |α can be interpreted as a squeezed state over Bunch-Davies vacuum |0 BD , i.e., |α =Ŝ(α)|0 BD whereŜ(α) denotes a squeezing operator in quantum optics [58] . This in general can heavily constrain the measurement uncertainty. Therefore, comparing to the estimation in Bunch-Davies state, such resemblance suggests an outperformance of measurement based on α−vacua can be expected in de Sitter space. Secondly, α−vacua are not thermal in character, following the fact that (20) does not fulfill the KMS condition unless it reducing to Bunch-Davies vacuum, i.e., G + (τ ) = G + (τ +iβ). Such deviation from thermality has forced many attempts [39, 40, 59, 60] to take α−vacua as alternative initial state of inflation. To match the anticipated correction in the primordial power spectrum of order ∼ O(H/E P ) 2 , the parameter α would exhibit an intimate relation to E P , the energy scale of new physics (e.g., the Planck scale or the stringy scale). For instance, the simplest dependence e α ∼ (H/E P ) constrains the value of α as α ∼ −4 for Planck scale, α ∼ −2 for stringy scale.
IV.2. FI and QFI with general α−vacua
We now calculate the FI and QFI for the detection model in α−vacua. As the results (15) and (18) are universal for relativistic fields in de Sitter space, we can rewrite them in α−vacua as
The FI/QFI are now the functions with further dependence on α, i.e., F C/Q (α; β, θ, τ, ω). In the limit of α → −∞, the Kossakowski coefficients (23) reduce to (14) , therefore the behaviors of F C/Q (−∞; β, θ, τ, ω) should coincide with those described in Fig.1-Fig.5 , respectively. In this meaning, it is natural to expect that the previous analysis on the estimation regime in Bunch-Davies vacuum can be inherited for general α. For instance, we can numerically confirm that the maxima of FI/QFI in α−vacua are located at θ = (2n + 1)π (n ∈ Z). In Fig.7 , we plot FI in α−vacua as a function of choice of initial state of detector, for different evolve time τ . Also, numerically, as β degrading, we can obtain increasing FI/QFI in α−vacua, similar as in Fig.5 . This indicates that the nonvanishing curvature of spacetime can enhance the precision of quantum estimation on Hubble parameter. We are particular interested in the influence of vacua-choice on the value of FI/QFI. As depicted in Fig.7 , for fixed The QFI is also dependent on the initial states preparation, labeled by θ. In particular, the maximum of QFI is always located at θ = (2n + 1)π (n ∈ Z). For fixed (β, τ, ω), the QFI of estimation relating to minimally coupling/nearly minimally coupling light scalar field can always surpass that relating to conformally coupling scalar field.
(β 0 , τ 0 , ω 0 ), the maximum of FI/QFI located at θ = π can always be further enhanced by the choice of large α, i.e.,
if |α| < |α | satisfied. In Fig.8 , with β = 10 and ω = 1 are fixed, we plot the FI evolving w.r.t. the proper time τ for different choices of vacuum state, e.g., α = −2 and α = −4, respectively. We observe a similar convergence of FI for different initial states θ, happening at certain optimal times. Interestingly, the asymptotical value of FI is dependent on the choice of α, as it monotonously increases w.r.t α as shown in the inset of Fig.8 . From the relation (24), we conclude that same enhancement for the maximal QFI (with θ = π) should exist for the choice of α = −∞. Like we suggested before, such enhancement can be attributed to the squeezing nature of α−vacua. Since the squeezing operatorŜ(α) can heavily reduce the measurement uncertainty, one can achieve a lower mean-square error in quantum estimation [58] , which means a larger FI/QFI through Cramér-Rao inequality. We would like to further clarify above result in a context of cosmology. In inflationary paradigm, the non-BunchDavies state of quantum fluctuation should be imposed as initial condition of inflation to manifest the possible short-distance cutoff at Planck-scale [39, 40] , that leaves imprint in cosmic microwave background. In this meaning, it is impossible to prepare the initial α−vacuum states in order to improve quantum measurements. Nevertheless, since the maxima of QFI (24) is dependent on the value of α, we can conversely regard the optimal QFI as an indicator to distinguish initial states with different α.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigate the quantum estimation on Hubble parameter of de Sitter space by quantum metrological techniques. By exploring the dynamics a freely falling Unruh-DeWitt detector, which interacts with a scalar field coupling to curvature, we calculate the Fisher information and quantum Fisher information for the estimation of detector, which bound the highest precision one can obtained. In standard Bunch-Davies vacuum of de Sitter, we show that the values of FI/QFI depend on the choice of initial state of probe, the proper time τ of detector, the energy spacing of atom ω, as well as the way in which the scaler field couples to de Sitter background. In particular, for the initial state prepared with θ = π, the FI and QFI of detector can achieve the same maximum for fixed τ and ω. As τ 1, we show a robust asymptotic maximum of FI/QFI exist. Moreover, the maxima of FI/QFI can be further enhanced if proper coupling of scalar field is chosen. To verify this, we compare numerically the FI/QFI for two scenarios in which the detector interacts to scalar field with different couplings to spacetime. We show that with fixed (τ, ω, θ), the estimation in the scenario with minimally/nearly minimally coupling scalar field can always outperform that with conformally coupling scalar field, corresponding to a higher FI/QFI in estimation. Moreover, we find that a further improvement of estimation can be possible if the vacuum state in de Sitter space is chosen as so-called α−vacua, which formally can be interpreted as a squeezed state over Bunch-Davies vacuum. Resembling to metrology within quantum optics, we show that the squeezed nature of α−vacua can heavily constrain the measurement uncertainty of the detection regime, demonstrated by a higher FI/QFI as α increasing. The methodology adopted in this paper can be generalized to the quantum estimation in other curved spacetime. For instance, one can explore the dynamics of an Unruh-DeWitt detector in the background outside a Schwarzschild black hole, where the detector should be excited by Hawking effect. The estimation on the Hawking temperature would be quite resembling to the estimation of Unruh effect in flat spacetime. Nevertheless, as shown in [61, 62] that for two Unruh-DeWitt detectors, entanglement can be generated through the evolution of open quantum system, which reduce the entropic uncertainty bound of quantum measurement. Therefore, generalizing present method to Schwarzschild spacetime, it would be interesting to investigate the possible enhanced precision of quantum estimation on the Hawking effect from the entanglement generation in Schwarzschild spacetime.
On the other hand, we claimed that the enhancement of QFI of quantum estimation in general α−vacua could be attributed to the squeezing nature of them. This can be interpreted in a more instructive way. Recall the intimate link of α to the Planck-scale in inflation regime [39] , our result indeed implies that the presence of minimal length cut-off in de Sitter could affect the performance of quantum estimation, closely relating to the quantumness (e.g., nonlocality, entanglement, etc) of fundamental scale [63] . In fact, for arbitrary spacetime, Planck-scale cut-off would introduce proper deformation in the two-point correlation of underlying field theory [63] . Application of our detection model in such scenario would be very interesting, for the exploration on the quantumness of fundamental scale may sheds new light on our understanding of quantum gravity. We will report the related work elsewhere. The leftmost curve corresponds to θ = π, the rightmost one for θ = 0, and the difference of θ of any two neighboring curves is 0.05π. The dotted blue curves indicate the case of FI with α = −4. For fixed α, the FI converge at certain optimal time to an asymptotic value, which monotonously increase w.r.t α as shown in the inset.
